Sometimes I use multiple article titles to describe separate topics but this time all the above are for one thing, namely Hornady's new Case and Parts Dryer. The complaint about the timing is self-directed as to why I did not get a dryer for my cases prior to this while the last title line validates that I finally got one and also that I'm glad I waited for the Hornady model. While there are a few others out there, I figured a Hornady product should complement the Hornady Sonic Cleaner that I use.

My Hornady Sonic Cleaner was a welcome addition to my bench for the speed and extent of its cleaning but dealing with wet cases has been a problem especially during wet outside weather when the luxury of spreading cases on an outside deck has been unavailable. In actuality, it's even been a problem when the weather is dryer since I get very little sun in my backyard due to the stand of trees separating me from the adjacent property. Add to that the total lack of sun when I am reloading at night and I'm left with spreading cases on paper and waiting a ridiculous amount of time for them to dry. Don't even suggest the kitchen oven option. Domestic tranquility keeps such things out of the area where food preparation occurs. I'd probably have to get a new oven/range.

Going back to the beginning of my reloading hobby, cleaning cases was way out on the radar screen. My first foray with a Lee Loader just had me wiping excess dirt off the cases. The way I figured it then, if it wouldn't wipe off the case it wouldn't get in the way. Reinforced by the fact that the resulting cartridges fired, I didn't care much for how the cases looked. That primitive view eventually changed as I got more sophisticated in my reloading activities. Eventually, just like most of the rest of us, I would tumble my cases in standard media, walnut for cleaning and corn cob for polishing.

Cleaning is much more important than polishing and I freely admit that I frequently forego or shortcut the latter process. It all depends on how much brass I have, the throughput and the time I have. To be sure, polished brass looks better but I have not has any issues with clean unpolished brass. If there is any functional issue with a firearm due to the brass not being polished, there is something definitely wrong with the firearm and it should be checked thoroughly before using it further.

Using cleaning media such as walnut takes a long time, especially if the cases are particularly dirty. While I am beyond scrounging for someone else's abandoned range cases, some of the clean cartridges I shoot produce empties that need a lot of attention. For example, cases tossed by my M-1 Garand are considerably dirtier than most of the others. One of the reasons cases may be dirtier depends on functioning of the action. Whatever! Dirty is dirty.

While with most of my other cartridges I can resize and deprime without an initial cleaning, the 30-06 cases from my Garand require a pre-cleaning before this first step on the press. If using tumbling media, I save some soon to be discarded media for this purpose. Once the range crud is removed I can then do my resizing and depriming before the real cleaning begins. While some other cases might be thrown into corn cob media with polish at this point, the Garand cases still need sufficient cleaning to warrant a long time in walnut.

(Continued on Page 5)
2016 World Championship State and Regional 5-gun Team Competition
At this year’s 40th annual World Championship we are going to offer a new free team competition. It is a mix of the Traditional 4-gun aggregate with the addition of the popular UAS category.
There will be separate Small Bore and Big Bore teams.
You may sign up on one State team and one Region team in both SB and BB. You must sign up your team in the club house before the first member of your team fires his team entry score. There can be multiple teams from the same State or Region but you may be on only one team.
The teams will consist of a minimum of 2 competitors if both are seniors or a minimum of 3 with one senior. A senior may shoot a max of 3 entries for the team. A non-senior may shoot a max of 2 entries for the team.
The total of 5 categories will be shot. The categories are Production, Revolver, Unlimited, Standing, and UAS.
The total of the 5 categories will determine the winners of the team competitions.

We would like to thank our industry friends for their continued support of our sport.
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New Physically Challenged Coordinator
Please welcome Bruce Barrett as IHMSA’s new PC coordinator. The following is his contact info:
Bruce Barrett
485 County Rd. 543
Hanceville, AL 35077
bruce0162@att.net
256-352-5864
256-352-6195 Fax
Installment Plan
Life Memberships

The Installment Plan for Life Membership allows you to purchase a Life Membership by making four monthly payments of $105.00 each (a total of $420.00), or in the case of a spouse two $50.00 each (a total of $100.00). When your last payment is received, Headquarters will send your Life membership card, certificate, and pin.

If you’re in the middle of your membership year, you can purchase a Life Membership now and apply the unused portion of your current membership. Call IHMSA Headquarters at (801) 703-8423 to find out how much credit you’ll received for your current membership.

Life Membership is a great way to enjoy IHMSA for years without the hassle of paying yearly dues and show your support of IHMSA at the same time... order yours today!!!

Disclaimer Concerning Reloading Data

Neither the IHMSA News, the contributing shooters or the writers or IHMSA, Inc. assumes any responsibility for the safety of any reloading data published in the IHMSA News. Neither IHMSA, Inc nor the writer has control over the firearms or components used, or the manner in which they are utilized. Therefore, no liability is assumed by either IHMSA, Inc, the writer, the contributors or the IHMSA News for any damages that result from any reloading information printed. Always consult standard reference manuals before duplicating loads or attempting any reloading procedures.

IHMSA Headquarters has changed. Headquarters has been split into 2 locations:

For all Membership renewals, Membership information and Financial functions, Please send to:

IHMSA Inc.
3061 Sand Hill Road
Bismarck, ND 58503-6437

For Match results, Sanction fees, match package orders, Etc Along with anything for the IHMSA News, Please send to:

IHMSA Editor
ATTN: Daniel Hagerty
971 Mocho Street
Livermore, CA 94550

SANCTION FEE NOTICE

Please make every attempt to send in your Sanction Fees promptly as the Sanction Fees help us pay for the printing of the Match Results.

Infrequently we have a club(s) that does not remit sanction fees for a match held. We understand club officers are busy, so we just send a gentle reminder. Still failing to receive the fees, a second notice is forwarded.

A final notice is sent if fees are still delinquent. After the final notice, the match dates will be deleted from the match schedule and the club’s sanction will be withdrawn until the fees are received.

R & S Enterprises
CLUB AND SPORT PINS
P.O. Box 1136
Congress, AZ 85332-1136
(928) 427-3045  Fax (928) 286-5139
Custom Patches & Pins
Now the cases need to be separated from the media. No matter how much I rough up the cases while separating, some of the flash holes will be obstructed by small walnut pieces and each case must be visually inspected and those with lodged media need to be cleared with a drywall nail. This process also reveals the dirt in the primer pocket requiring another operation.

Using Hornady’s Sonic Cleaner is so much easier and yields such a better result in considerably less time. While I may still use soon to be discarded media for my first preliminary cleaning, the Sonic Cleaner beats the pants off media after that. Resized and deprimed cases now have case lube added to any remaining dirt. I use Hornady One Shot Sonic Clean Solution, appropriately diluted. Even running the Sonic Cleaner up to three times for the dirtiest of cases, the time to clean is greatly shortened with superior results, right down to clean primer pockets with no obstructions.

The One Shot solution is citric acid, sufficiently concentrated that it must be diluted first. As an aside, I once heard from another shooter that he used lemon juice straight from a bottle because he thought it was a cheaper alternative. It’s not. By the time you dilute the One Shot, the price per batch of brass is less than pouring lemon juice straight out of the bottle.

Once cleaned, the brass needs to be rinsed, an easy task in my laundry slop sink. I use an abandoned (i.e., repurposed) pasta colander to rinse and drain excess water. However, these cases are still a long way from being dry. On a hot summer day, providing no one is running across the deck to take a dip in the pool, this is not a problem. I can just spread out the brass and the sun will take care of everything. While that’s the theory, the reality is that on such a day I will most likely not be reloading but be in the pool with everyone else.

Of course there are those days that are sufficiently warm but not quite pool days, such as any time other than Summer. The deck works fine for a short window. My West-facing backyard doesn’t get sun until just before noon and the trees block it anywhere from about 3:00PM or a bit later, depending on the season. What about rain or snow? What about reloading operations at night. For all these reasons, deck drying has very limited applicability.

With the kitchen out of the question the last resort has been spreading the cases within the house and hoping for the best. It takes a long time and is dependent on temperature, humidity and the whims of the reloading deities. None of this can be rushed because the last thing I would want to do is reload wet cases. No good can come of that. A much better solution is needed.

Yay, a dryer! Now I’m a happy camper, released from the constraints of time of day and weather. The Hornady new Case and Parts Dryer allows me to clean cases on my schedule and get them dry quickly and easily regardless of tie of day or weather.

The unit is simple, an accolade in engineering terms. The top mounted dryer is a classic heater/blower, the shoots warm air down through three ventilated trays that hold the cases, or as the unit name says, parts (although my use to date has not included anything beyond cases). I have not counted cases, just spreading them out, but according to other sites, the capacities. per tray are: 9mm - 240 cases per tray; 45 ACP - 180 cases per tray; 223 - 125 cases per tray; 308 – 80 cases per tray. The estimated dry times vary from 1.5-2.5 hours.

With 3 trays of 9mm, that can be just 1.5-2.0 hours for 720 completely dry cases. You can do the math on the other sizes. Of course, you can load different cases and other things on the trays and the unit also comes with a tray spacer (height extender) for drying item that are too high for the trays. There is a video on the Hornady website showing the various parts of a stripped pistol in a tray.

The reloading bench footprint is gentle with the unit weighing just under 3-1/2 pounds (without parts loaded for drying, of course) and a diameter of only 14”. It runs on normal household 120 volts.

With the speed and efficiency of cleaning and drying, maybe I would devote more time to making showy brass, all nice and polished. Who knows? I would still have to remove any pesky bits of media that get stuck in the priming pocket but this happens less for me with corn cob which is preferred for polishing. Plus, those primer pockets will be nice and clean. Only time will tell.

A quick Internet search has several sites offering the Hornady Case and Parts Dryer for under $60, including Graf, Midway, Natchez and Sinclair. To me, it’s a modest and worthwhile investment that solves a big problem.
REQUEST FOR NOMINATION
FOR THE POSITION OF REGION 8 DIRECTOR OF IHMSA, INC.

In accordance with Article XI of the Bylaws of IHMSA, Inc. as amended in 2007, the position of Region 8 Director of IHMSA, Inc. will be filled by election prior to the beginning of 2017. The individual elected shall serve a three-year term ending in 2020.

I __________________________________ do hereby declare my intention to stand as a candidate for election to the office of Region 8 Director of IHMSA, Inc. and authorize my name to be placed in nomination for said office as a member in good standing of IHMSA, Inc.

Signed: _____________________________________________

We, the undersigned members in good standing of IHMSA, Inc. do hereby endorse the above candidate’s nomination:

Signed: __________________________ IHMSA # ______________

Signed: __________________________ IHMSA # ______________

The bylaws of IHMSA, Inc. require nomination for this office be submitted on this form to the Secretary/Treasurer, Ray Utter, 3601 Sand Hill Road, Bismarck, ND 58503 - 6437 to be provided no later than July 31, 2017.

REQUEST FOR NOMINATION
FOR THE POSITION OF REGION 5 DIRECTOR OF IHMSA, INC.

In accordance with Article XI of the Bylaws of IHMSA, Inc. as amended in 2007, the position of Region 5 Director of IHMSA, Inc. will be filled by election prior to the beginning of 2017. The individual elected shall serve a three-year term ending in 2020.

I __________________________________ do hereby declare my intention to stand as a candidate for election to the office of Region 5 Director of IHMSA, Inc. and authorize my name to be placed in nomination for said office as a member in good standing of IHMSA, Inc.

Signed: _____________________________________________

We, the undersigned members in good standing of IHMSA, Inc. do hereby endorse the above candidate’s nomination:

Signed: __________________________ IHMSA # ______________

Signed: __________________________ IHMSA # ______________

The bylaws of IHMSA, Inc. require nomination for this office be submitted on this form to the Secretary/Treasurer, Ray Utter, 3601 Sand Hill Road, Bismarck, ND 58503 - 6437 to be provided no later than July 31, 2016.
MARKSMANSHIP COMPETITIONS

The Burris cup:
Scoped .22 Long rifle caliber Handguns only. Your best 5-shot group at 100 yards or meters. Guns may be bench rested over any solid rest as long as the gun is not in a ransom rest, vise or any other mechanical clamping device. Lying on your back in a freestyle position and piling sandbags by your body for support is legal. This will allow scoped guns setup for Creedmoor to better compete.

The Weaver Trophy:
Scoped centerfire handguns. Your best 5-shot group at 100 yards or meters. Guns may be bench rested over any solid rest as long as the gun is not in a ransom rest, vise or any other mechanical clamping device. Lying on your back in a freestyle position and piling sandbags by your body for support is legal. This will allow scoped guns setup for Creedmoor to better compete.

The Merit Challenge:
Centerfire handguns with iron/open sights. Your best 5-shot group at 100 Yards or Meters. Groups must be fired from an IHMSA legal position. No benchrest or artificial support allowed.

The Daisy Avanti Trophy:
AIR production guns with iron/open sights. Your best 5-shot group at 18 Yards. Groups must be fired from an IHMSA legal position. No benchrest or artificial support allowed.

General Rules:
All entries must be shot with IHMSA legal guns. Production, Revolver, and Unlimited guns are allowed in the Burris, Weaver and Merit classes.

Witness:
Winning groups must be witnessed by an IHMSA or NRA member. Eligible winning targets must be signed and dated by the shooter and witness. Also, please include the shooters IHMSA number and the witness’s IHMSA or NRA number by their name. A witness is not required to enter but is required to win.

Targets:
Targets submitted must contain no more and no less than 5 shots in each bull zone.

Big Bore Records Program (BBRP)
By
Joe Cullison

Only one score to mention this month but it is from a new shooter to the BBRP, one that is really coming on strong and will certainly be one to watch.

Doug Edney (OH) shot a S-27 and a US-33 to make the Standing Agg 60+ club. Doug also adds the first entry this year for the state of Ohio.

State totals for 2016 are: OR-5, GA-3, OH-1

Please bring at least one friend or acquaintance to every match. Together, we can keep IHMSA growing.

Please forgive me if I have left anyone out or made any other errors. Send me the information and I will make it right as soon as I can.

Thank you for your support of the BBRP.

Send entries to:
Joe Cullison, 28988 Berlin Road, Sweet Home, OR 97386 or to jcunclejoe@aol.com. 541-317-8801 evenings

Standing 30+
Robert Walker (GA) 32
Joe Cullison (OR) 32

Unlimited Standing 35+
Joe Cullison (OR) 39

Standing Agg 60+
Joe Cullison (OR) 70

Presidents 100 Club (3-gun)
Robert Walker (GA) 112
Joe Cullison (OR) 112

Presidents 140 Club (4-Gun)
Robert Walker (GA) 149
Joe Cullison (OR) 147
Field Pistol Records Program
By Al Kuenn

We are off to a good start this spring with our first qualifying scores of the year. Joe Cullison is the first on the board with a couple of great scores. He shot a 37 PAS in February and then recently followed up with a 36 PAS and a 36 Prod for a great 72 aggregate. Nice shooting Joe!

Let’s see if we can give Joe a little company on the record board now the weather is warming up a bit.

Shoot well and shoot often.

Send your scores to Al Kuenn, 5725 E Peak View Rd, Cave Creek, Arizona 85331 or e-mail to: allank@cox.net.

½ and 1/5 Scale Records
May 2016
By Jim Harris

The season is getting into full swing and the new records show it. Oklahoma is back in the saddle with a lot of shooters posting in ½ UAS.
Scott Thompson, of Oklahoma is in the lead of the ½ Scale records with three perfect scores so far. In Michigan, last year’s record holder, Steve Soya, entered the 1/5 Scale Records.
Val Shaver posted another 1/5 Scale 40x40 to lead the records in UAS.
Good luck to everyone, and hold those nerves together!

Please send your records to me at harrisgrp@earthlink.net, or my home address: 1567 Bridget Ave., Simi Valley, CA 93065. Or give me a call at (805) 581-0009.

½ Scale UAS (Any Sight)
40-round match
Scott Thompson, OK 3
Charlie Dean, OR 1
Michael Graves, VA 1
Dakota Turk, OK 1
Gary Crews, OK 1
John Anderson, OK 1

1/5 Scale UAS (Any Sight)
40-round match
Val Shaver, NV 3
Paul Habig, NV 2
Jerry Ray, CA 1
Dennis Edwards, CA 1

SmallBore Records program
By Dan Hagerty

Only 1 score to report. Joe Cullison of Oregon shot a Standing score of 32 and an Unlimited standing score of 35 for a standing aggregate of 67.

Please send your reports to:
Daniel Hagerty
971 Mocho Street, Livermore, Ca 94550
Phone: 925-321-8407
Email: 22records@bleedinedge.com

2016 scores:
100 club
Joe Cullison, OR 108
Paul Habig, NV 108

140 club
Paul Habig, NV 147
Joe Cullison, OR 144

40-Standing (30+)
Robert Walker, GA 35
Joe Cullison, OR 32

Standing aggregate
Joe Cullison, OR 67

Revolver 40x40
Paul Habig, NV 2
Joe Cullison, OR 1
U. S. RESIDENTS IHMSA MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION

Basic IHMSA membership is $35.00 per calendar year. Included with your basic membership is a member/classification card, a copy of the IHMSA rule book, 1 annual paper issue of the IHMSA news and a window sticker and target templates for new members. IHMSA News is available electronically at all times at www.ihmsa.org. Members who wish to receive a printed copies of the IHMSA news can purchase at $55.00 per calendar year. Existing members may purchase templates or stickers for a small additional fee. Family memberships for your spouse or children under 18, are $10.00 per person per year, and only include the IHMSA membership/classification card. Full Time students over the age of 18 are also $10.00 per year till they Graduate. After first year, Memberships will be renewed on January 1 of each year.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

First Name ___________________________ Last Name __________________________

Address ____________________________________________

E-Mail Address _________________________________________

City ______________________________ State _________ Zip Code _______________

Date of Birth ______/_____/___________ (Required for Child)

Please fill out the appropriate lines below:

Are you applying for IHMSA new membership (circle one) YES NO

Is this a renewal, If so what is your IHMSA # __________________________

Are you a member of the National Rifle Association (circle one) YES NO

** Air Pistol and Practical Hunter card inserts are no longer required as the new membership Card will include these.

Please make check payable to:

IHMSA Inc.
3061 Sand Hill Road
Bismarck, ND 58503-6437
NON-U.S. RESIDENTS
IHMSA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Basic IHMSA membership is $35.00 (US) per year. Included with your basic membership is a membership/classification card, a subscription to the IHMSA News, and a copy of the IHMSA Rulebook, and a set of target templates and window sticker to new members. For an additional fee these last two items are available for purchase in addition to your membership fees. Family memberships, for your spouse or children under 18, are $10.00 per person per year and include only the IHMSA membership/classification card. Membership Kits will be mailed first class. Please allow 3-4 weeks for processing. Postage rates for delivery of the IHMSA News outside the U.S. (except Canada and bulk delivery to the Brazilian and New Zealand Directors) are:
(Choose one) Air/First class-$55/yr.* _________  Surface Rates - $18/yr.* _____________
*Note: Bulk delivery of the IHMSA News to Brazil is $12/yr, and Canada are $5/yr.
Air/First class for Canada- $15/yr.*

Make all payments payable to: IHMSA, Inc. (Membership & postage) must be made in U.S. funds

Please print clearly, your delivery is depending on it!

If this is a renewal please fill in your IHMSA Number ________________________________

Last Name: ________________________________________________________________

First Name: ________________________________________________________________

Address: _________________________________________________________________

E-Mail Address: ____________________________________________________________

City: ________________________________________________________________

State/Province: ____________________________________________________________

Country: ___________________________ Zip/Postal Code: _________________________

Date Of Birth: ______/_____/__________ (required for child)

Submit to: IHMSA Inc.
3601 Sand Hill Road
Bismarck, ND 58503
Freedom Arms - IHMSA Revolver Challenge

Freedom Arms and IHMSA are pleased to present the Revolver Challenge. The purpose is to encourage more entries in the revolver classes. The rules are below.

1. The entry period is from April 1 to Oct. 15. Re-entry scores do not count.
2. Any brand of revolver is allowed. Small bore and Big bore are separate competitions.
3. Scores are multiplied for shooting an INT score (38-40 in 40rd match) or by participating at a State, Regional, or World Championship match.
4. Completed score sheets must be returned by Dec. 1. Prizes and certificates to be awarded.

Send completed forms to:  FA-IHMSA  
  PO Box 171  
  Kandiyohi, MN 56251

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Match date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Small Bore Revolver Score</th>
<th>INT Score X2</th>
<th>State X2</th>
<th>Region X3</th>
<th>World X4</th>
<th>Total Score</th>
<th>Big Bore Revolver Score</th>
<th>INT Score X2</th>
<th>State X2</th>
<th>Region X3</th>
<th>World X4</th>
<th>Total Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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</table>

Grand Total Scores

_________
REGISTRATION FORM
2016 IHMSA 40th World Championship

Send mail entries to:
IHMSA World Championship
% Joe Cullison
28988 Berlin RD.
Sweet Home, OR 97386

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY!

Last Name ___________________________ First Name ___________________________ IHMSA Number ____________
E-MAIL ADDRESS ____________________________________________________________
Junior □ Lady □ Senior □
Physically Challenged: Shooter □ Spotter □

Address ____________________________________________________________
City ___________________________ State ___________________________
Country ___________________________ Postal Code ___________________________

Visa or Master Card # ___________________________ Expiration Date ___________________________
Day Phone ___________________________ Night Phone ___________________________

Check or Money Order # ___________________________________________________________
Signature if Card Used ___________________________________________________________

Each relay will be 20 min. Each entry is scheduled to last 80 minutes. A total of 24 relays are scheduled each day, Friday (15th) through Thursday (21st), Friday (22nd) Shoot-offs. If you want to coordinate your times with your spotter, please send in your registration forms together. You may switch guns, but not times or disciplines. Shooting starts each day at 8:00 AM and runs to 3:00 PM each day. Air will be Sunday (17th) & Monday (18th) 6:00 PM- 11:00 PM as time is needed. Ultra 500 (40RD) will be shot July 23. Sign up at match.

DATE TIME GUN CLASS DATE TIME GUN CLASS DATE TIME GUN CLASS
P P P
R R S
S S U
U U US
US UAS
UAS UAS USIS

HALF SIZE
DATE TIME GUN CLASS DATE TIME GUN CLASS DATE TIME GUN CLASS
UHS UFS P
UASHS UASFS PAS

FIFTH SCALE
DATE TIME GUN CLASS DATE TIME GUN CLASS DATE TIME GUN CLASS
UASHS UASFS PAS

FIELD PISTOL
DATE TIME GUN CLASS DATE TIME GUN CLASS DATE TIME GUN CLASS
UASHS UASFS PAS

PRactical Hunter PH 22
PH SC
PH LC

ENTRY FEES: $25.00 / GUN. JUNIOR ENTRIES: $10.00 / GUN OR FREE WITH EACH PAID ADULT ENTRY.
TEAMs: $10.00/ entry fee, each team member. Please List team members. BB □

Country ___________________________ Member ___________________________ Member ___________________________ Member ___________________________

Teams for States and Regions will be free. Sign up your team at match. See IHMSA News for more info.

Banquet Tickets: ______ @ $24.00 per Adult _______ @ $12.00 Per Child (15 and under)

$_________ Team Fees
$_________ Entry Fees

$_________ ($20.00 discount for pre-registration) (1 T-Shirt FREE per Registration)
T-Shirt size S_ M_ L_ XL_ XXL_ (+$2.00) XXXL_ (+$4.00)

$_________ Total
Extra T-Shirts $15.00/each S_ M_ L_ XL_ XXL_ (+$2.00) XXXL_ (+$4.00)

SPOTTER NAME: ______________________ SPOTTER IHMSA NO: ____________